Perkins Coie provides a full range of legal services to the oil and gas industry.

From the wellhead to the burner tip, we have decades of experience addressing the legal issues related to the exploration, production, transportation and storage of crude oil, natural gas, petroleum products and coal bed methane. Our substantial experience in oil and gas matters includes the following areas and services.

**MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS, DISPOSITIONS AND JOINT VENTURES**

We have advised on numerous A&D transactions involving combinations of current production, mineral lease packages, fee mineral interests and undeveloped acreage throughout the United States, Canada and abroad.

Perkins Coie regularly assists oil and gas companies, Alaska Native Corporations and tribes, institutional advisors and financial institutions with industry-related agreements; due diligence; land, title and water rights and other work related to corporate formation; financing; mergers, acquisition and divestitures; and tax issues.

**E&P CONTRACTS**

- Joint operating and unit agreements
- Joint bidding agreements
- Lease agreements
- Facility access and sharing agreements
- Natural gas and crude oil off-take and balancing agreements
- Master and individually tailored natural gas, crude oil and product sales and purchase agreements, including NAESB gas purchase agreements
- Oil, gas and product exchange agreements
- Interconnection and transportation agreements
- Overriding royalty agreements
- Asset management agreements
- Crude oil, product and natural gas storage and terminal agreements

**CAPITAL MARKETS, PROJECT FINANCE AND COMMERCIAL LENDING**

We work alongside our industry clients and their investment bankers, private equity sponsors, lenders and project developers using highly evolved and nuanced financing structures to accomplish their financial goals.

We have acted for both domestic and international producers in capital markets transactions as well as in private equity transactions. We have advised various clients on the structuring and negotiation of project financing transactions, both domestically and abroad. These projects include complex multifaceted projects for use of natural gas for power generation, urea production and related pipelines. Additional projects include refinery projects; natural gas; naphtha and other refined petroleum product-fired power generation facilities ranging from small sub-utility scale plants to 750 MW cogeneration plants; and sub-sea pipelines and other transmissions facilities.

**DOWNHOLE OPERATIONAL ISSUES AND PROJECT DEVELOPMENT**

For clients facing complex issues related to upstream, midstream and downstream project development, including the siting of production, storage, processing and transfer facilities, we help manage these challenges. Project development representation includes the following areas:

- Leases and project permitting
Defending permit challenges
Oil and gas value chain
Alaska projects
Strategic planning
Construction and procurement
We draft as well as review issues arising from agreements common to industry-related project development.

LAND AND MINERAL TITLE AND LEASING AND WATER RIGHTS
We provide a full range of land and mineral title search, review and advice for leasing, drilling, acquisition and sales, mergers and other transactional and operational needs.

The Perkins Coie team works with numerous landmen, title companies and local counsel to provide timely and cost-effective title opinions, reports and other services in various active exploration and producing jurisdictions. Our services include assisting clients in researching, securing and maintaining the water rights and other authorizations needed for the water supply, which is critical to the success of oil and gas operations and project.

OIL AND GAS LITIGATION AND DISPUTES
Our experience in oil and gas litigation and disputes includes the following areas:

- Complex litigation arising out of oil and gas projects, commercial transactions and financings, including disputes related to joint bidding, joint venture, alignment and joint operating agreements
- Contractor and other disputes arising out of surface development construction and operations of oil and gas facilities and infrastructure
- Royalty, term and other provisions of oil and gas leases in dispute by owners, operators and other parties
- Commercial transaction disputes arising out of natural gas, crude oil and product purchase and sales agreements; product and other exchange agreements; interconnection and transportation agreements; and off-take, gas balancing and storage agreements

We also handle significant administrative litigation and other disputes before major oil and gas regulatory bodies. Our lawyers currently are involved in major Alaskan administrative and appellate litigation arising from state efforts to terminate a major North Slope oil and gas unit and its underlying leases. In another area of Alaska, we are helping to establish the terms and conditions applicable to important in-state gas pipelines. Lawyers from Perkins Coie have represented clients both before FERC and in appellate matters in connection with significant oil and gas pipeline disputes and on matters arising out of LNG import projects.

ENVIRONMENTAL PERMITTING AND REGULATION
We have extensive experience handling environmental assessments and environmental impact statements prepared under the National Environmental Policy Act and similar state statutes. We help clients obtain licenses and permits from FERC and state siting authorities as well as from federal and state permits governing air emissions, water discharges and wetlands disturbances.

In addition, Perkins Coie advises clients regarding compliance with the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, Endangered Species Act, Migratory Bird Treaty Act, National Historic Preservation Act, Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act as well as a variety of other resource protection statutes.

FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL REGULATORY MATTERS
Our regulatory counsel addresses leasing, royalty, unitization, participating area, drilling and spacing unit and compliance issues subject to the jurisdiction of various federal and state land management and conservation agencies. Additional areas of regulatory counsel include industry-related certificate, tariff and rate issues subject to the jurisdiction of FERC and state public service commissions.

Perkins Coie also has experience establishing compliance programs and defending compliance issues arising out of FERC’s standards of conduct and market manipulation rules. Our counsel extends to the end of a project’s life, and we handle issues arising from abandonment, dismantlement, remediation and restoration requirements.

INSURANCE RECOVERY
Perkins Coie’s Insurance Recovery practice attorneys regularly advise and represent oil and gas companies in their disputes against their insurance companies. Our attorneys have a record of success in enforcing O&G policyholders’ rights to coverage under almost every type of commercial insurance policy for a wide spectrum of losses and liabilities. We have negotiated and
litigated against every major insurer in the domestic London and Bermuda insurance markets as well as with industry captives, such as O.I.L.

**FINANCIAL RESTRUCTURING AND BANKRUPTCY**

The cyclical nature of the energy economy inevitably leads to companies filing for bankruptcy or otherwise restructuring their balance sheets. Our attorneys in Texas and elsewhere have worked with energy companies, their owners, lenders, suppliers and royalty owners as they have experienced this process a number of times during the past thirty years.

Perkins Coie attorneys have represented debtors, creditors, creditors' committees and trustees as each worked through financial (or operational) restructuring. The bankruptcy of an energy company affects more than just the company—it affects its lenders, suppliers, contractors, royalty owners, employees and almost everyone who comes in contact with the company. This also includes people and companies that received payments before the bankruptcy filing since they could be sued to recover payments made during either the 90 days before bankruptcy or even years before the filing if the energy company was insolvent.

We can work with companies when they find a customer or contract counterparty has filed for bankruptcy court protection. Our experience in dealing with everything that might arise can help to maximize the company's return while mitigating its downside risk.

Additional areas of counsel include advising on refining and distribution issues, including the interplay with biofuels and biogas, LNG supply and distribution.

**NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL OIL AND GAS COUNSEL**

The geographic reach of our counsel includes most of the major oil-and-gas-producing states in the United States and Canadian provinces as well as matters overseas.

Our experience covers numerous geographies and geologies domestically, including the North Slope and Cook Inlet plays (AK), Monterey Shale play (CA), D-J Basin (CO), San Juan Basin (NM), Permian Basin (TX and NM), Bakken Shale play (MT and ND), Niobrara Shale play (CO and NE), Barnett Shale play (TX), Eagle Ford Shale play (TX), Fayetteville Shale play (AR), Woodford Shale play (OK), Black Warrior Basin (AL), Marcellus Shale play (PA and WV), Utica Shale play (OH and WV) and Huron Shale play (WV and KY).

In the western continental United States and Alaska, we have significant experience handling the unique issues resulting from oil and gas operations on federal, state and tribal lands.

Internationally, our experience covers oil and gas operations in Australia, Bangladesh, India, New Zealand, Poland, Italy, Canada, Mexico, Indonesia, Thailand, Myanmar and Vietnam.

**EXPERIENCE**

**CASE STUDY: DUE DILIGENCE DIGS DEEP FOR EXPANDING ENERGY COMPANY**

Empire Energy Group Limited wanted to expand its production and exploration portfolio to include onshore, liquid hydrocarbon fields along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, with a focus on East Texas and Louisiana.

**CASE STUDY: NOVEL APPROACH TO DEEPWATER HORIZON AFTERMATH REDUCES COSTS FOR WEATHERFORD**

Weatherford International was sued in a number of bodily injury and property damage lawsuits in 2010 arising from the Deepwater Horizon incident and the ensuing oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.

**CASE STUDY: HELPING HUNTLEY CLOSE A STRATEGIC GROWTH DEAL**

Huntley & Huntley, Inc. sought to leverage its core assets, which primarily consist of hydrocarbon-producing properties.

**ACQUISITION OF CALIFORNIA E&P COMPANY BY CANADIAN OIL AND GAS COMPANY**

Advised a Canadian E&P company in connection with its acquisition of a California headquartered oil and gas company.

**ACQUISITION OF SHELL OIL COMPANY REFINERY AND USA PETROLEUM CORPORATION OUTLETS**

Federal Trade Commission

Represented Tesoro Corporation before the U.S. Federal Trade Commission, successfully obtaining antitrust clearance of a $2 billion acquisition of an oil refinery, terminal and service stations from Shell Oil Company. Separately obtained clearance from the
Federal Trade Commission of Tesoro's acquisition of over 140 service stations from U.S.A. Petroleum Company. Both transactions were cleared without a Second Request.

**ACQUISITION OF U.S. E&P COMPANY BY TSX-LISTED OIL AND GAS COMPANY**
Represented a Toronto Stock Exchange listed E&P company in connection with their acquisition of a U.S. oil and gas company owning non-operated oil and gas assets in Texas and Oklahoma.

**ACQUISITIONS AND DISPOSITIONS OF OIL AND GAS RESERVES AND MINERAL LEASES**
Advising on various acquisitions and dispositions of oil and gas reserves and mineral leases in the US (Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Tennessee and West Virginia), Australia, New Zealand and Italy.

**ADAK ISLAND**
Defended tank farm operator against administrative and criminal charges and natural resources damages arising out of oil spill.

**AGUILAR, ET AL. V. ARCO**
Defended major oil refiner (Texaco) in class action in which consumers alleged that the refiners conspired to fix prices and restrict supply of gasoline in violation of state antitrust law. The trial court granted defendants’ motion for summary judgment and the Court of Appeals and California Supreme Court affirmed.

**ALTAMONT GAS TRANSMISSION V. PG&E**
EIR for Expansion of Natural Gas Pipeline Facilities; Represented Pacific Gas and Electric Co. and Pacific Gas Transmission in proceedings before the California Public Utilities Commission and the California Supreme Court in the successful defense of a challenge to the environmental impact report and findings supporting a certificate of public convenience and necessity for expansion of natural gas pipeline facilities.

**ALUMINUM EXTRUSIONS & OIL COUNTRY TUBULAR GOODS FROM CHINA**
Represented respondent-government before Commerce.

**BAKER HUGHES INC.: SKINNER V. ARCO**
Superior Court of Washington, Pierce County
Defense of petroleum additive manufacturer Baker Hughes, Inc. in 10,000-customer class action alleging defective high sulfur diesel fuel oil.

**BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION (BPA) V. WASHINGTON PUBLIC POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM (WPPSS)**
Represented investor-owned utility in WPPSS cost-sharing litigation. Citation: 956 F.2d 1497 (9th Cir. 1992)

**BP OIL SUPPLY COMPANY V. CITY OF TACOMA**
Represented taxpayer in a successful nexus challenge to the city's assessment of business and occupation tax. Holding that the Commerce Clause barred imposition of city tax on the taxpayer's sale of crude oil in Tacoma.

**CD-5 LITIGATION**
Ongoing representation of intervenor ASRC in defending challenges to ConocoPhillips CD-5 oil and gas project.

**CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY, ET AL. V. CALIFORNIA STATE LANDS COMMISSION, ET AL.**
CEQA Challenge to Marine Oil Terminal Lease. Represent Tesoro Companies, Inc. in defense of CEQA lawsuit challenging the State Lands Commission's environmental impact report for renewal of Tesoro's lease for the Avon Marine Oil Terminal. Issues include the types of crude oil that might be used at Tesoro facilities in the area.

**CHASE GARDENS INC. V. NORTHWEST NATURAL GAS COMPANY**
Represented natural gas utility in defending claim by customer alleging discrimination, breach of contract and intentional interference with business.

**CHEHALIS GENERATION FACILITY**
Represented purchaser of natural gas combined-cycle generating facility in the transfer of permits and development of a greenhouse gas mitigation proposal.

**CHERRY POINT COGENERATION PROJECT**
Represented developer of 720 MW gas-fired cogeneration facility in obtaining federal and state permits as well as in the development of a greenhouse gas mitigation plan.

**CITY OF OLYMPIA V. RONALD LINDSKOG, ET AL.**
Superior Court of Washington, Thurston County
Ongoing representation of Puget Sound Energy, Inc. in a MTCA action concerning contamination allegedly from a former manufactured gas plant in Olympia, Washington.

**CHASE GARDENS V. OIL**
Insurance coverage arbitration involving environmental liability under oil industry policy.
CONFIRMED HOSTILE CHAPTER 11 PLAN FOR OIL WILDCATTER
Represented the lender to an oil "wildcatter" in Chapter 11 where a plan resolving a "lender liability" lawsuit was confirmed over the debtor's vigorous objections, which was then affirmed on appeal.

COOK INLET REGION INC. (CIRI)
Representation in environmental investigation, remediation, and cost recovery inquiries and negotiations for contaminated site on Beaufort Sea on North Slope of Alaska.

COUNSELED CREDITORS COMMITTEE IN GAS PRODUCER INSOLVENCY
Represented the creditors committee in the Chapter 11 case of a gas producer in the Texas Panhandle.

EEC V. ALYESKA PIPELINE SERVICE COMPANY
Race and national origin discrimination class action.

FORMATION AND CAPITALIZATION OF NEW OIL FIELD SERVICES COMPANY
Advised management team in connection with the formation of a new oil field services company and a US$60 million private equity investment from a large private equity sponsor in the new company.

FORMATION OF AND CAPITAL RAISE FOR OIL AND GAS INVESTMENT FUND
Advised a California-based institutional fund sponsor in connection with the formation of a US$100 million investment fund investing in upstream oil and gas projects.

FORMATION OF TWO OIL AND GAS JOINT VENTURES WITH LARGE PE SPONSOR
Advised an E&P company in connection with the formation of two oil and gas joint ventures with a large international private equity fund in a transaction valued at an aggregate of US$ 740 million. The joint ventures will focus on the production of oil and gas as well as the acquisition of working interests and royalty interests, respectively, in oil and gas properties in Pennsylvania and Ohio.

GENERATION PROJECT SALES AND ACQUISITIONS
Represent purchasers, sellers and lessees of electric generating properties including, among others, Centralia (coal), Encogen (co-generation), Stone Creek (hydropower), Frederickson (gas), Wild Horse (wind), geothermal and natural gas storage.

GILLEY V. ARCO
Defended major oil refiners (Conoco and Valero) in putative class action in which service station dealers alleged that refiners used exchange agreements to restrict supply and raise the price of gasoline in violation of federal antitrust law. The district court granted the defendants’ motion to dismiss and the Ninth Circuit affirmed.

INVESTMENT BY HEDGE FUND IN NASDAQ-LISTED OIL AND GAS COMPANY
Advised a New York-based hedge fund in connection with its investment of US$38 million in senior subordinated secured notes of NASDAQ-listed oil and gas company.

LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS PROJECT
Represented a utility in successfully obtaining the regulatory approvals required to build a liquefied natural gas (LNG) facility in Tacoma, Washington, capable of receiving 21,000 Dth/day of natural gas, producing 250,000 gallons/day of LNG, and storing approximately 8 million gallons of LNG. The utility will use the facility to meet its peaking needs and to provide LNG as fuel for in the marine industry.

LITIGATION FOR SOUTHWEST GAS OFFICER
Represented an officer of Southwest Gas in litigation alleging fraud in connection with merger negotiations.

MASTEC INC. V. COOS COUNTY
Construction litigation: Settlement of cross-claims related to construction of 90-mile natural gas pipeline after prevailing on pretrial motions.

NATIONAL OIL COMPANY
Represented a lender in connection with a significant loan secured by forward sales of crude oil by a national oil company in northern Africa.

NATURAL GAS PIPELINE IN WYOMING
Assisted a developer in determining the regulatory approvals and environmental permits required to construct a natural gas pipeline in Wyoming, including developing a timeline to depicting the approximate time it would take to complete the permitting.

OCCIDENTAL PETROLEUM CORPORATION V. CERTAIN UNDERWRITERS, ET AL.
Represented Occidental Petroleum in a coverage dispute involving a series of terrorist bombings that crippled oil production for a pipeline in Columbia. As a result of our novel theory concerning the number of occurrences, and our resourceful pursuit of difficult-to-obtain evidence, the case was tried favorably and ultimately resulted in a confidential nine-figure settlement.

PALOMAR CAPITAL ADVISORS LTD. INVESTMENT IN MANTACOR ENERGY LLC
Represented Palomar Capital Advisors Ltd., a private equity firm based in Zurich, Switzerland, in connection with its initial US$15 million investment in Mantacor Energy LLC, an oil and gas exploration and production company focused on the D-J (Denver-Julesburg) Basin of Colorado and the San Juan Basin in New Mexico.

PIPELINE SAFETY PROCEEDINGS
Represent natural gas utilities in pipeline safety enforcement actions and other proceedings before the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission.

PRIVATE PLACEMENT BY U.S. OIL AND GAS COMPANY
Represented a US Mid-Continent independent oil and gas exploration and production company in connection with a US$23 million private offering of their securities.

PROTECTED CREDITOR OF BARNETT SHALE ENERGY COMPANY IN COMPLEX CHAPTER 11
Represented the purchaser of a note from an energy company producing oil and gas from the Barnett Shale. Negotiated the resolution of litigation against the purchaser to secure a Chapter 11 plan that provided for the debt to be paid. When the debtor could not perform under the confirmed plan, a renegotiation secured a substantial pay down and the ultimate foreclosure on the producing properties.

PRUDHOE BAY C-PLAN ADJUDICATION
Representation of oil company in challenge by environmental NGOs to oil spill contingency plan.

PUGET SOUND ENERGY
LNG construction contracts.

PUGET SOUND ENERGY, INC.’S 2010 GAS TARIFF INCREASE (NATURAL GAS RATES)
Represented Puget Sound Energy Inc. in gas tariff increase proceeding before the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission that resulted in a 1.8% increase in natural gas rates ($19 million in revenue).

RATE PROCEEDINGS FOR NATURAL GAS PIPELINES
Represent interstate and Section 311 natural gas pipelines in FERC rate proceedings, including preparing the initial rate application, responding to protests and Staff data requests, all phases of rate litigation, drafting and responding to data requests, facilitating settlement discussions and negotiating and drafting settlement agreements.

RCRA, CERCLA/EPCRA AND SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT/UIC DEFENSE FOR BP EXPLORATION INC.
Defended Alaska oil exploration company against federal civil and criminal claims under RCRA, CERCLA/EPCRA, and Safe Drinking Water Act/UIC, including negotiating with U.S. Department of Justice environmental crimes and civil enforcement attorneys, and EPA Region 10.

REGULATORY LITIGATION
Represented energy clients in administrative litigation and rulemaking proceedings before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).

RENEWABLE ENERGY GENERATION FACILITIES JOINT VENTURE
Advised a U.S. mid-continent based oil field services company in connection with the US$330 million sale of 93% of its equity interests to a Toronto Stock Exchange-listed Canadian oil field services company.

SALE OF ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION ASSETS
Represented selling utility company in the sale of electric and gas distribution assets in Minnesota.

SALE OF LARGE PACKAGE OF PRODUCTION ASSETS TO OIL AND GAS COMPANY
Represent an independent oil and gas exploration and production company in connection with the sale of a portion of their producing properties in Texas to a NYSE-listed oil and gas company.

SALE OF OIL AND GAS PORTFOLIO COMPANY BY LARGE U.S. PRIVATE EQUITY FIRM
Advised a Dallas-based private equity firm in connection with the US$603 million sale of its midstream oil and gas portfolio company to a unit of Fortune 100 conglomerate.

SALE OF U.S. OIL FIELD SERVICES COMPANY TO TSX-LISTED OIL FIELD SERVICES COMPANY*
Advised a U.S. mid-continent based oil field services company in connection with the US$330 million sale of 93% of its equity interests to a Toronto Stock Exchange-listed Canadian oil field services company.

SATSOP COMBUSTION TURBINE PROJECT
Represented developer in permitting natural gas-fired generating facility and associated gas pipeline before Washington EFSEC, and represented subsequent owner in permit amendment process.

SERVED AS BK COUNSEL TO LENDERS TO OILFIELD SERVICE AND ENERGY COMPANIES
Represented lenders in the Chapter 11 cases of a variety of oilfield service companies as well as cases filed by the owners of substantial oil and gas holdings.

**SHELL OIL| ET AL V. COUNTY OF CONTRA COSTA**
Challenge to Industrial Regulation; Represented oil refineries and industrial manufacturers in a challenge to a county ordinance requiring conditional use permits for major maintenance projects at industrial facilities. The court of appeal upheld our challenge to Contra Costa County’s use of a CEQA exemption in enacting the ordinance, and held that the county had failed to comply with the planning and zoning law.

**SKWENTNA SITE**
Representation of Alaska Native Corporation in contaminated site proceeding involving federal and private PRPs.

**STATE OF ALASKA V. BAKER HUGHES**
Defended major oil & gas service company (Baker Hughes) against state claims that fumes from chemical containers were vented outside the building during container cleaning operations and that these fumes harmed workers constructing a new building 40+ feet away. The 25-count felony case against the client was dismissed.

**SULFOLANE MATTER**
Representation of oil company on issues concerning off-site contamination of groundwater.

**SUMAS ENERGY 2 GENERATION FACILITY**
Represented developer of 660 MW combined cycle combustion turbine facility and associated gas pipeline and transmission lines in Washington EFSEC permitting proceedings, and assisted developer with related proceedings before the Canadian National Energy Board.

**TEEKAY CORPORATION**
Provided U.S. securities advice to Tanker Investments Ltd. for its Norwegian initial public offering, which included equity private placements and listing on the Oslo Stock Exchange.

**TEEKAY LNG PARTNERS, L.P.**
Represented Teekay LNG Partners, L.P. in public equity offering.

**TEEKAY TANKERS LTD.**
Represented Teekay Tankers Ltd. in Follow-on Public Offering.

**U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION**
Represented U.S. Bank National Association, as Indenture Trustee, in connection with $400,000,000 5.50% Senior Notes issued by Kodiak Oil & Gas Corp.

**UNITED STATES V. MASTEC INC.**
U.S. District Court for the District of Oregon
Obtained favorable verdict of $1.5 million after bench trial in Clean Water Act action in which U.S. sought $30 million penalty related to over 600 alleged permit violations during construction of a 90-mile natural gas pipeline system; United States' appeal of judgment dismissed.

**UNITED STATES V. PUGET SOUND ENERGY INC.**
Represented company in negotiation, approval by federal court, and implementation of natural resource damage consent decree with federal, state, and tribal trustees concerning oil spill in Silver Creek. No. 08-5710RBL (W.D. Wash. Feb. 12, 2009)

**WASHINGTON UTILITIES & TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION V. PUGET SOUND ENERGY INC.**
Utilities and Transportation Commission of Washington
Represented public utility in Notice of Emergency Adjudication after a residential gas explosion. PG-041624

**WASHINGTON UTILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION V. CASCADE NATURAL GAS CORPORATION**
Represent Cascade Natural Gas Corporation in natural gas pipeline safety proceeding (Docket No. PG-110443).

**WEATHERFORD INTERNATIONAL, LTD.**
Negotiated a $75 million settlement for Weatherford International with a group of domestic and Bermuda-based insurance companies in connection with the Deepwater Horizon incident in the Gulf of Mexico. The insurance proceeds were used to fund a settlement between Weatherford International and British Petroleum (BP), whereby BP agreed to indemnify Weatherford International for claims arising out of the oil spill.

*Prior experience

**NEWS**

08.20.2020
Best Lawyers® 2021 Recognizes 358 Perkins Coie Attorneys

Press Releases

Perkins Coie is proud to announce that 358 of its attorneys were recognized by Best Lawyers® 2021. A total of 290 attorneys were selected by their peers for inclusion in the 2021 edition of The Best Lawyers in America® and 68 attorneys were selected for inclusion in the inaugural edition of Best Lawyers: Ones to Watch.

03.30.2020

Adam Schuman Quoted in S&P Global - Ongoing Scrutiny of NY Gas Moratorium Prompts Reform at National Grid

General News

S&P Global

Partner Adam Schuman was quoted in “Ongoing Scrutiny of NY Gas Moratorium Prompts Reform at National Grid,” an article in S&P Global, regarding the improved ability to identify and address natural gas supply shortages.

PUBLICATIONS

07.14.2020

Supreme Court Revives Clean Water Act General Permit for Pipeline and Utility Line Projects

Updates

The U.S. Supreme Court delivered near-term relief to project developers on June 6, reinstating one of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ key nationwide Clean Water Act permits.

07.06.2020

D.C. Circuit Overturns Decades of Precedent, Finds FERC Cannot Delay Appellate Review With Tolling Orders

Updates

On June 30, 2020, in an en banc review, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit concluded that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission cannot delay judicial review of its decisions by issuance of tolling orders.

04.27.2020

Supreme Court Rules Clean Water Act May Regulate Discharges Through Groundwater to Navigable Waters

Updates

Uncertainty has long reigned over the reach of the federal Clean Water Act, which applies to “navigable waters,” defined by statute only as “waters of the United States.”

04.08.2020

FERC Takes Further Actions in Response to COVID-19

Updates

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (the commission) took numerous actions on April 2, 2020, to ease regulatory burdens across the electricity, natural gas, and oil pipeline industries in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

04.03.2020

Standards Governing Use of Face Masks in the Workplace

Updates

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) is revisiting its prior recommendations for the selection and use of personal protective equipment (PPE) to protect workers and the general public from COVID-19 transmission and infection.

03.30.2020

DOJ Formally Ends Use of Supplemental Environmental Projects in Settlements

Updates

Companies should be aware that Supplemental Environmental Projects (SEPS)—voluntary environmental or public health benefit projects in lieu of payment of civil penalties for violation of federal environmental laws—will no longer be available in discussions to resolve and reduce liability for environmental law violations as of March 12, 2020.

03.12.2020

COVID-19 Officially Declared a Global Pandemic: The Practical Impact on Employers

Updates

On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) officially declared the outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID-19) a global pandemic.

02.28.2020

Coronavirus (COVID-19) and the Workplace: Practical Considerations and Tips for US Employers

Updates

Employers are rightfully concerned about what, if anything, they should be doing to respond to the continued spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19), with confirmed cases in dozens of countries, including the United States.
**Bird Is the Word: US Fish & Wildlife Service Proposes Narrow Interpretation of Migratory Bird Treaty Act**

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service issued a proposed rule on January 30, 2020, that narrowly interprets the protections afforded by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act.

**New Regulations Redefine the Scope of the Clean Water Act**

The Clean Water Act applies by its terms to “navigable waters,” which the act defines merely as “waters of the United States.”

---

**PRESENTATIONS**

**09.30.2020**

*The Future of Pipelines: A Rocky Road for New Projects?*

Speaking Engagements

Environmental Law Institute / Webinar

**02.06.2020**

*Wildfire Liability on and around Federal Lands, Who Pays?*

Speaking Engagements

Foresters Forum / Coeur d’Alene, ID

**01.30.2020**

*NEPA at 50 Years; an Update and Look Towards the Future*

Speaking Engagements

The Changing Face of Environmental and Natural Resources Law

Idaho State Bar Environmental & Natural Resources Section / Boise, ID

---

**BLOG**

**National Governors Association Issues Guidance to Governors on How They Can Best Support and Protect the Energy Industry During the COVID-19 Pandemic**

On March 25, 2020, the National Governors Association (NGA) issued a memo that provides guidance on how governors can support and protect the energy industry during the COVID-19 pandemic. The NGA memo addresses three issues Governors should consider in supporting continuity of service by energy providers, including (1) ensuring critical energy infrastructure employees can be... Continue Reading...

**PHMSA Issues Stay of Enforcement for Pipeline Operators Due to COVID-19 Outbreak**

Authored by Pamela J. Anderson The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) is continuing to monitor the effects the COVID-19 outbreak is having on the nation’s pipeline operations. As a result, on March 20, 2020, PHMSA released a Notice of Enforcement Discretion under which it will provide relief with respect to operator qualification and control... Continue Reading...

**PHMSA Issues Guidance to State Pipeline Safety Programs Regarding COVID-19**

Authored by Pamela J. Anderson In light of the recent actions taken by federal, state, and local government agencies in response to the current COVID-19 outbreak, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) is providing guidance to its state pipeline safety partners on ways to continue to effectively execute their shared pipeline safety mission.... Continue Reading...

---
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Supreme Court Revives Clean Water Act General Permit for Pipeline and Utility Line Projects
The U.S. Supreme Court delivered near-term relief to project developers on June 6, reinstating one of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ key nationwide Clean Water Act permits in U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs v. Northern Plains Resource Council.

D.C. Circuit Overturns Decades of Precedent, Finds FERC Cannot Delay Appellate Review With Tolling Orders
Supreme Court Rules Clean Water Act May Regulate Discharges Through Groundwater to Navigable Waters
Uncertainty has long reigned over the reach of the federal Clean Water Act, which applies to “navigable waters,” defined by statute only as “waters of the United States.”

Helping Huntley Close a Strategic Growth Deal
Huntley & Huntley, Inc. sought to leverage its core assets, which primarily consist of hydrocarbon-producing properties.

FERC Takes Further Actions in Response to COVID-19
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission took numerous actions on April 2, 2020, to ease regulatory burdens across the electricity, natural gas, and oil pipeline industries in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Due Diligence Digs Deep for Expanding Energy Company
Empire Energy Group Limited wanted to expand its production and exploration portfolio to include onshore, liquid hydrocarbon fields along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, with a focus on East Texas and Louisiana.

Standards Governing Use of Face Masks in the Workplace
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention today revisited its prior recommendations for the selection and use of personal protective equipment to protect workers and the general public from COVID-19 transmission and infection.
Novel Approach to Deepwater Horizon Aftermath Reduces Costs for Weatherford

Weatherford International was sued in a number of bodily injury and property damage lawsuits in 2010 arising from the Deepwater Horizon incident and the ensuing oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.

DOJ Formally Ends Use of Supplemental Environmental Projects in Settlements

Companies should be aware that Supplemental Environmental Projects will no longer be available in discussions to resolve and reduce liability for environmental law violations as of March 12, 2020.